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ABSTRACT

Natural convection in an infinite horizontal slot subject to spatially periodic heating has
been investigated. The analysis is focused on the heating with the wavelength that is large
when compared with the slot opening (small wave number limit). It has been shown that
convection has a simple topology consisting of one pair of counter-rotating rolls per
heating period when the heating intensity, as measured by a suitably defined Rayleigh
number R a , does not exceed the critical value of Ra = 427. An explicit solution
describing such flow structures has been developed. Secondary motions in the form of
rolls aligned in the direction of primary rolls and concentrated around the hot spots occur
for more intense heating. When 427 < Ra <~ 470 the secondary motions correspond to
supercritical pitchfork bifurcations and can occur only if the heating wave number a is
reduced below - 0.14. One of the branches of such bifurcations is associated with an odd
number of secondary rolls per half period, with rolls at the hot spots rotating in the
direction opposite to the primary rolls. The other branch is associated with an even
number of secondary rolls per half period, with the rolls at the hot spots co-rotating with
the primary rolls. The number of rolls increases without limit as a decreases with new
rolls being pinched off in pairs. The pinching process for each branch occurs at different
d s and as a result the branches alternate in producing larger net heat flow. Increase of
heating intensity to Ra >~ 470 results in secondary motions occurring at larger values of
a, i.e., a > ~ 0 .1 4 , and bifurcation changing character into "bifurcations from infinity".
The critical points for such bifurcations move towards higher d s with increase of Ra. The
main branch of such type of bifurcation is associated with one pair of rolls per heating
period when a > 0.25 in the range of Ra studied. Decrease of a results in the formation
of secondary rolls with the rolls at the hot spots co-rotating with the primary rolls. The
new rolls are always pinched off in pairs with this branch having always an even number
of rolls per half period. The lower part of the other branch is associated with one pair of
rolls per heating period when a is very small. Increase of a results in pinching off of a
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single roll counter-rotating with the primary rolls at the hot spots. Additional rolls are
pinched off in pairs as one moves along this branch resulting in an odd number of rolls
per half period. The above processes are insensitive to variations of Prandtl number for
Pr = 0(1) as only small differences in the bifurcation diagrams have been observed when
Pr changes from Pr = 0.7 to Pr = 7. It is shown that the observed phenomena are strictly
associated with the small wave number limit of the external heating.
Keywords: Rayleigh-Benard convection, spatially modulated heating, heat transfer
augmentation, flow bifurcations
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1. Introduction

Natural convection in layer of fluid has received considerable attention for various
applications, such as industrial appliances (compact heat exchangers), electronic
component cooling [1] , crystallization processes, chemical vapor deposition [2], weather
prediction (atmospheric motions and clouds) [3], motion of oceans, dynamics of the
interiors of planets and stars (granulation of the sun) [4], evolution of galaxies [5], etc.
Over more than a century, numerous investigations have been done on the subject of
classical problem of Rayleigh-Benard convection (RBC). Rayleigh-Benard convection is
defined as a type of natural convection occurring in a layer of fluid heated from below (or
cooled from above), in which thermal instability is observed by formation of convective
cells known as Benard cells. The first quantitative experiment was made by Benard [6],
He arranged simple apparatus to heat the thin layer of whale oil and observed the
phenomena precisely. His attempt led to the discovery of a stable steady-state regular
pattern of hexagonal convection cells for temperature above the critical value (however,
his configuration deviated from what is now known as RBC problem -rigid-rigid
boundaries- since the layer experienced surface tension at top). In 1916, Rayleigh [7]
treated Benard’s problem as a stability problem of variable density inviscid fluid. The
procedure given by Rayleigh still forms the basis of such analyses, in which, first the base
flow is defined and then an eigenvalue problem is posed such that small perturbation are
superposed on the flow (however, in this research, we will not go through the stability
analysis, but we solve the steady Boussinesq equations numerically). Chandrasekhar [8]
took his investigation to the next level by including viscous effect in his model. These
and other investigations on the subject of classical RBC problem with perfect isothermal
boundary conditions established the following results in particular: (i) for Ra below Racr
= 1707.8 (for rigid-rigid boundaries) the dominant heat transfer mechanism is
conduction. Here Ra = g/?A7t/J l{kv) is the Rayleigh number, g the gravity acceleration,
/? thermal expansion coefficient, AT the temperature difference across the layer, d the
depth of the layer, k the thermal diffusivity, v the kinematic viscosity, and Racr the
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critical value of Ra below which there is no fluid motion, (ii) The critical Rayleigh
number is found to be almost independent of fluid and hence Prandtl number, (iii) The
first bifurcation, which takes place at Ra = Racr, is supercritical pitchfork bifurcation with
the handle and middle prong associated with basic state of rest and two other prongs
corresponding to cellular motions but in opposite directions; the two-dimensional rolls
with critical wave number ac = 3.12 are the preferred mode of convection. After this
primary bifurcation, many complicated bifurcations may happen as the Rayleigh number
increases depending on the value of Prandtl number and other details (see [4] for more
details).
Since in reality boundary imperfection either in terms of geometry or distribution of
temperature is inevitable, recent effort has been directed toward imperfection of boundary
conditions and modulation of temperature. Furthermore, the external modulation is an
effective tool to control the convection scenarios and suppress transition to spatiotemporally chaotic pattern which would occur in the perfect situation. Knowing these, the
existing literature falls into two generic categories. In the first one changing the geometry
of the flow domain is of interest, and in the second one the spatial variation of
temperature is considered on the boundaries
To the best knowledge of author, the first investigation of spatial geometry modulation
has been performed analytically by Salstein [9]. He has shown that net horizontal flow
can be developed by periodic distribution of stationary heat sources provided that this
distribution combined with proper varying topography of boundaries. However, his
assumption of resulting flow with periodicity identical to periodic boundary conditions is
not justified for wide range of Rayleigh number (based on recent understanding of the
problem). The more general analytical studies have been done by Kelly and Pal [10]&
[11] who considered both different types of modulation, i.e. (i) spatially modulated
temperature and (ii) spatially periodic geometry. Their analytical argument suggests that
these two cases can be satisfactorily mapped to each other provided that amplitude of
modulation is small and Ra is close to Racr (see also [12] and [13]). Therefore, one can
replace a varying geometry by temperature modulation on two parallel walls which is
easier to analyze. More details of their work will be discussed within the next category of
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problem. There are few experimental works on the geometrically modulated RBC.
McCoy et al. [14] performed an experiment on the thin layer of compressed SF6 gas (Pr
= 0.9) confined between two optically-flat plates. The periodic array of parallel ridges
with the height of 65 pm was fabricated on the lower plate. Their observation suggests
that even below the Racr the convection motion exists in this modulated problem. For
Rayleigh number below 1.6 Racr the convection pattern was found to be phase-locked
with geometrical modulation whose wave length differs from typical wave length of
RBC. With their main focus on steady-state behavior at Ra ~ 1.9 Racr, they observed
three unusual phenomena, i.e aggregation (formation of bigger chain of kinks trough
approaching of two co-rotating chains), annihilation (elimination of two anti-rotation
chains), and self-replication (formation of new kink). They concluded that this
cooperative response was a natural consequence of three generic elements: phase locking,
symmetry breaking, and spatial resonance. Seiden et al. [15] exploited the same apparatus
as above, but this time with inclination with respect to gravity direction. In fact, they
investigated the interaction between longitudinal rolls driven by buoyancy and transverse
rolls driven by shear-flow leading to formation of novel patterns. Two configurations of
parallel and orthogonal orientation of strips (compare to inclination direction) have been
considered, and phase diagram of each case for variety of inclination angles and
temperature differences have been presented.
The effects of sinusoidal variations of temperature were first studied by Kelly and Pal in
two separate classes: resonant wavelength excitation [10] in which modulation wave
number is close or equal to critical wave number for onset of RBC (ac = 3.12) and
nonresonant wavelength excitation [11] which is the opposite case. The amplitudes of
non-uniformities were assumed '‘small” and either zero or non-zero mean temperature
were considered on walls. For resonant situation, they found that effect of non
uniformities are intensified when Rayleigh number exceeds the critical value and three
supercritical solutions coexist in this region, but the only stable solution is one linked to
subcritical state. For non-resonant situation, they obtained thermal modulation as a
stabilizing factor which postpones the onset of convection rolls to higher Rayleigh
numbers.
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Rees [16] investigated the onset of convection in an infinite porous layer non-uniformly
heated from below and cooled from above. He assumed that the temperatures of
horizontal planner boundaries are subject to steady, symmetric, small-amplitude,
sinusoidal modulation with “long wavelength” about mean values. He found that
longitudinal and transverse rolls do not necessarily have the same spatial periodicity as
the thermal forcing and may even be spatially quasi-periodic. The presence of patterns in
the form of square and rectangular cells is also reported for certain ranges of modulation
wave number.
While most of the researches deal with steady heat transfer characteristics in the twodimensional channel with spatial modulation, Yoo and Kim [17] performed an unsteady
investigation of the problem. Their numerical calculations were carried out for Prandtl
number 0.7, and for the heating wave number ranging from 0.5 to 24 and phase
difference between 0 to n. Their results indicate that steady convection is preferred for
Rayleigh number up to ~ 10\ Besides, their work has another feature that makes it close
to present text and corresponds to an opposite extreme situation of other researches, e.g.
[10] and [12]. In fact, most of researchers considered the variant of the RBC problem by
superimposing “infinitesimal” non-uniformities upon constant boundary temperatures.
Though there is no mean temperature difference between the upper and lower walls in
Yoo and Kim’s problem (also in the present work). The horizontal temperature gradient
on wall generates the convection motion regardless of amplitude of heating.
Riahi [12] studied the problem of weakly nonlinear thermal convection while “twodimensional” modulated temperature was prescribed at both boundaries with different
fixed mean temperatures. The steady problem was solved by perturbation technique and
stability analysis was implemented to recognize stable and unstable states. His study has
an important message: pattern formation for modulation on both boundaries can be quite
distinct from modulation on one boundary. This is due to linear combination of the
modulation modes on different boundaries. Riahi [12] counted his problem as an
imperfect bifurcation driven by imperfect thermal boundary conditions and categorized
the modulation wavelength to resonant and non-resonant excitation. For resonant
wavelength excitation, preferred convection pattern is multi-modal and could be periodic
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or quasi-periodic depending on modulation amplitude. For non-resonant wavelength
excitation and in particular range of modulation amplitude, flow patterns are along the
modulation wave vectors provided that magnitude of this wave vectors are equal to 2ac.
For other range of modulation amplitudes and for case that magnitude of modulation
wave vectors are not equal to 2ac, the flow patterns are inclined to the modulation wave
vectors.
Mixed convection in a horizontal channel heated discretely from below has been solved
numerically by Bilgen et. all [2] for ranges of Rayleigh number (5xl03 < Ra < 20* 103)
and Peclet number (0.1 < P e< 2.5). They took two different computational domains: one
covered the whole length of channel while the other one was equal to the wavelength of
periodic heating. Their qualitative and quantitative comparison showed good agreement
between two methods while the computational process for second one was less
expensive. In present work also one wavelength is modeled in FLUENT package.
A valuable insight into the RBC problem subject to modulated thermal boundary
condition on the “lower” plane has been given by Freund et. all [13]. The governing
Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations were solved via direct numerical solution, and in a
separate approach Galerkin method was exploited to construct the stationary forced rolls
and to perform stability analysis. They have presented the stability diagram (of course,
for certain range of Ra, wave number a, and for small amplitude of modulation) in the
plane of a - Ra. Their numerical simulations, which have good consistency with recent
experimental results ( [14] and [15]), depicted that convective patterns are locked to the
external forcing when Ra is close but below the Racr■It is shown that this pattern-locking
can be extended to fairly large Ra > Racr if modulation wave number is in the vicinity of
acr- They also simulated variety of oblique-rolls, rectangular rolls, spiral defect chaos and
spatio-temporal patterns based on random initialization and massaging the control factors
(Ra, wave number, and amplitude).
Hossain and Floryan [18], explored the occurrence of convection due to the spatial
distribution of heating on the lower wall while both walls have the same mean
temperature. The sinusoidal heating with fairly small, moderate, and large wave number
was applied on the fluids with wide range of Prandtl number (10'2 <Pr <103). They found
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primary response to the Boussinesq equations in the form of forced rolls whose pattern
depends on Ra and a. These convective roils exist in whole channel depth for small and
moderate value of a and is confined to a layer close to the lower wall for sufficiently
large a. In the latter case the rest of channel experiences conduction mechanism and
linear vertical temperature variation. They performed linear stability analysis to
investigate the onset of instability of primary rolls. Two distinct mechanisms of
instability were obtained, (i) one for moderate a which is locked in with heating pattern
and has critical wave number of disturbance equal to a/2 and (ii) one has independent
critical wave number approaching to value of 1.56 (or acl2).
The present work deals with thermal convection in an infinite horizontal slot whose upper
wall is isothermal and bottom wall is subject to a spatially distributed heating with long
wave length. Thus, we aim to complement previous investigations on this subject ( [18]
and [17]) by extending toward small and very small wave numbers (0.01 < a <0.5). The
spatial pattern of heating is well parameterized by wave number (a) and amplitude of
heating. A suitably defined Rayleigh number, which differs from classical expression,
prescribes the amplitude of heating. The analysis is carried out for Prandtl numbers Pr =
0.71 and 7 corresponding to air and water, respectively. Detail results for cosinusoidal
heating are presented (note that heating pattern is such that both walls have the same
mean temperature). It is found that regardless of the magnitude of heating, two counter
rotating rolls exist in each wave length of heating (called primary rolls). When local
Rayleigh number reaches to the critical value, the primary response bifurcates to new
pattern in the form of multiple small rolls in the vicinity of hot spot with either odd or
even number of rolls and two big rolls in cold region. This inhomogeneous pattern in the
form of coexistence of long-wavelength and small-wavelength rolls have been previously
observed in an experiment on silicon oil (Pr=7) but for large values of Ra [19],
In Chapter 2, we discuss the governing equations for this problem. We shall start from the
solution of conductive temperature field, and then formulation of convection is presented.
Methods of solution are discussed in Chapter 3; this includes three numerical methods
and one asymptotic solution. Chapter 4 is devoted to the analysis of results for fluids with
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Pr = 0.71 and 7 and for the range of Ra < 1000 and small heating wave number a < 0.5.
A short summary of the main conclusions is given in Chapter 5.
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2. Governing Equations
2.1. General equations for Boussinesq fluid

Consider steady motion of fluid contained in a slot between two infinite parallel plates
placed at a distance 2d apart from each other with gravitational acceleration g acting in
the negative y-direction, as shown in Fig.l. The upper and lower walls are subject to
spatially distributed heating resulting in prescribed temperatures Tu and Ti, respectively.
An incompressible, Newtonian fluid with constant properties except for the density p,
which varies with temperature, is considered as the working fluid.
Upper wall

y= “ 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ?
Lower wall

<*>

Fig.l Sketch of the general problem

To model this problem, we consider a system of field equations consisting of continuity,
Navier-Stokes, and energy equations which describe the conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy. We apply Boussinesq approximation to simplify the effect of
variable density. Under this approximation, the field equations are often called OberbeckBoussinesq equations (OBE) [13] . In the subsequent paragraphs, we will discuss the
field equations in details.

Continuity
We begin with the conservation of mass for steady flow in the form

+

ox

=

oy

( 2- 1)
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where u and v are x and ^-velocity components, respectively. Considering temperature
gradient across the channel, thermodynamic state equation dictates density to vary
accordingly. To take the density variation into account, Boussinesq approximation is
implemented, and density variations are assumed to be represented by a linear function of
temperature
&P = -P o fi(T - Tref)

or

p = p0- p 0/3 (T -T ref),

(2-2)

where T stands for the temperature, /? is the thermal volumetric expansion coefficient of
the fluid, and quantities denoted with knot are evaluated at the reference temperature Tref
Under these circumstances, each term in the continuity equation can be written as
d
dT
du
du
— (pu) = - p 0p — u + p — = O(f3) + p — ,
ox
ox
ox
ox
d
dT
dv
dv
- ( p v ) = - p 0P — v + p — = O(P) + p — .
oy
oy
oy
oy

(2-3)

Then, at the leading order in )3,’ we obtain the following form of the continuity equation
du dv .
— + — = 0.
dx dy

(2-4)

Navier-Stokes Equations
A similar order of magnitude analysis can be performed for momentum equation. For the
sake of brevity we just present the final results. The Boussinesq approximation for
density amounts to retaining density variations in the terms describing gravitational
forces but disregarding them in the inertial terms (mass x acceleration), i.e.
p„ (V -V )V = - V P - Po [l - P(T - r re/)] g i + My 2v,

(2-5)

where V is the velocity vector, P is thermodynamic pressure, and p is the dynamic
viscosity. The vector form of the momentum equation (2-5) can be separated into the x
and y-components as
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du
du
u -----1-v — =
dx
dy
dv
1i —
—
—rI dv
li---dx Vdy

l dP
Po

,d 2u

d2u.

(2 - 6)

dx + V' ( à ? * a ë h

l dP
ref

dy

Po

d2v

d2v

dx2

dy1

(2-7)

Energy Equation
In the absence of internal energy sources, and assuming negligible radiation and viscous
dissipation, the energy equation for steady flow can be simplified to the following form:

U

dT

+ V

dx
where

dT
dy

k

,d 2T

527 \

dx2

dy~

= K (

( 2- 8)

—H------ ) ,

is the thermal diffusivity K = k / p C p , k is the thermal conductivity, p stands

for the density, and C denotes the specific heat per unit mass.
At this point, we can summarize the governing equations as the following system of
equations:

Continuity

du dv
— + — = 0,
dx dy

du
du
x —momentum u — + v—
dx
dy

(2-9a)
1 dP
p 0 ox

,d 2u
ox

d2u.
dy

(2-9b)

dv
dv
1 dP
y - momentum u ---- \- v — = ----- — - g + j3 g (T -T ref) + vo(
dx
dy
Po fy

(2-9c)

dT
dT
,d 2T d2T ,
u — + v— = kA — ^ + — - )
dx
dy
dx2
dy

(2-9d)

Energy

The above system of partial differential equations needs to be closed by proper boundary
conditions. The author aims to discuss two simpler cases first before introducing the final
form of the boundary conditions being of interest in this work. Solutions of the simpler
problems give insight into the type of fluid response that might be expected and the
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knowledge gained is used in the simplification process that is followed as a part of the
development of the final form of the governing equations.

2.2. Stationary fluid subject to uniform heating (Case.l)
In this case, both upper and lower walls are kept at constant temperatures, and working
fluid is assumed to be stationary (see Fig.2). This arrangement can be justified only if the
temperature difference across the channel is smaller than the critical value, i.e. Ra <
Racr= 1708; otherwise, fluid will be subject to a thermal instability and convective rolls
will appear. However, we wish to find the temperature distribution due to pure
conduction, and this dictates assumption of zero velocity components (u = v = 0). As a
result, continuity equation is satisfied and pressure term represents the hydrostatic
pressure.
Upper wall

x, u

y=“

77777777Lower
777wall
777777777/ v
Fig.2 Physical arrangement of case. 1

Therefore, the governing equations (2-9b-d) take the following form:
(2-10a)

x - momentum
y —momentum

1 dP
----- 7 - - g + ß g ( T - T ref) = 0,

(2-1 Ob)

Po °y
energy

(2-10c)
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Since the channel has infinite length and there is no preference in x-direction, the xderivative o f temperature must be zero.
Applying proper boundary conditions for this case, i.e.

iy = d

T = TV

\ y = - d ->

t

( 2 - 11)

= tl ’

results in the following temperature distribution:
T -T
T +T
T(y) = 1U 1L T + 1u T '/.
2d
2

2 12)

( -

2.3. Stationary fluid subject to non-uniform heating (Case.2)
The second case represents a more general configuration when compared with case 1, i.e.,
spatially non-uniform thermal boundary conditions are applied at the walls (See Fig.3).
This necessitates solving for the conductive temperature field while assuming the fluid to
be at rest (the reader may note that this assumption is not physically viable for this
condition). In other words, we shall separate the temperature field into two parts: the
conductive temperature field and the convective temperature field.
Upper wall

y=- +d, /

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / Z

«
TU- z « y y

L

y>v

X, U

•“

777777
77777777777777?^ - S
Lower wall
Fig.3 Physical arrangement for case.2

Pure conduction is described by the Laplace equation:

*?'*'
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d2T

d2T

dx2 + dy2

(2-13)

= 0,

and non-uniform temperatures at boundaries can be expressed in terms of Fourier
expansions:

y = d ->

T ( x , y - i ) = 2 4 " ’«*"
n = —oo

(2-14)

5

y =-d ->

T(x, y = - d ) = j r r cLn)e'nax

where mode zero («=0) represents the uniform portion of the temperature field. So, to
have consistency with case 1, we shall set

(2-15)

The other modes (n^O) represent effects of the spatially non-uniform part of the heating.
In the next step, Eq.(2-13) is scaled by using d (half of channel opening) as the length
scale and (7/. - Tu) as the temperature scale. Using these scales, we obtain the following
non-dimensional quantities:
*

X

*

y

X ~~d'
1

•

II

T - T1U
1L

( 0)

z[

r*____j_
(0) - T u
T -T

r *M =

.(»)

(2-16)

T1L - Tl b

where asterisk (*) denotes dimensionless quantity. This results in the non-dimensional
equation and boundary conditions in the form
820 '

d26'

dx'2 + a / 2

(2-17)
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*

II

-> 4 , := Z Tu")e'"ax
(2-18)

Vi
II
1

«

n = -c o

i -> o[ -= X T/{")emax'

where
*(0) _ TTu(° ) I u _ 0
7 ~~ T _ r ~ ’
1L

(° )

lV
j

•(0) _
i (/ _ j
’
L
T
1L - T1U

X»*0)
•(n*0) _ «7/
T - T1b
1L
(n*0)
^.*(m»0) _
L
T - TLb
1L

(2-19)

To solve the Laplace equation, the solution is assumed in the form of Fourier expansion
( 2- 20 )

e \ x,y-)= £

Substituting expression (2-20) into Eq.(2-17) leads to

I

n V r'<'V “ ' + *2
(y )
dy

^*(n)
(y )

inax

=

0.

( 2- 21)

Equation (2-21) is to be solved in two parts:
Part.l- For «=0 (uniform part), Equation (2-21) is reduced to

dy

~ ( r (0)) = 0,

( 2- 22 )

and the associated boundary conditions are

B.C.s\

y = 1 —» 7-*<0) = 0

(2-23)

[y = -\ ->r*(0) =1
The solution for this boundary value problem has the following form:

T;<»>=I(i - / ) .
(y )

2

(2-24)
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Part.2- For n i 0 (non-uniform part), Eq. (2-21) is separated into parts describing different
Fourier modes as follows:

- n W r w +-^— { r w ) = 0,
dy2

B.C.S

(2-25)

y =1 -> r*(n) = T*(n)
(/
*
1
y ——l —>T = T,"

(2-26)

and solution for each mode has the form
r *(fl) _

*(n)

*{n) ,

*(n)

r *(n) __j/------£— sin h (m y ’) + —------- -— cosh(«6ry*).
(y} 2sinh(/7«)
2cosh(/?or)

(2-27)

Finally, the conductive temperature can be expressed as a summation of all modes, i.e.

0 * (* * ./)= £ t f j e
-

V)

. V r *("V««’
^

W=-co

V r

W*0

.*(») *(»)
*(") _-*(")
4
LL sinh(na_y*) +
- — cosh(««y*) >e'
2sinh(/7or)
2cosh(«a)
,

0 - /)+ Z
W =-oO

/j*0

(2-28)

2.4. Convection in a layer of fluid subject to non-uniform heating.
This is the main problem that is studied in this thesis. The Boussinesq fluid is modulated
by spatially distributed heating applied at the walls (the same configuration as in Fig.l).
In this case, there are two heat transfer mechanisms, i.e., conduction and convection. As
the fluid motion has to be taken into account, the field equations will be similar to
Eq.(2-9). The standard boundary conditions of no-slip and no-penetration along with the
prescribed temperature distribution on the boundaries are implemented to close the
system of equations,
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u = 0, v = 0

y =d

(2-29)

* T{x,y~ d) =Tu{ x ) = f j r f e max ’
n=-cc

u = 0, v = 0
(2-30)

T{x,y = -d) = W = 2 > < " V ' " '
„

n=-oo

We split pressure term into the hydrostatic pressure (P) and the pressure due to
convection (P). In addition, temperature can be represented as a sum of the conductive
temperature field (f) and deviation associated with convection effects (T). In other
words, we replace pressure and temperature in the governing equations (2-9) by
P = P + P,

(2-31)

T =T+ T.
As a result, the field equations take the following form
du dv .
— + — = 0,
dx dy

(2-32a)

du _i_ii__
du — i dP
iv
—
dx
dy
Po dx

1 dP
Po dx

dv
dv
1 dP
i v--- —
dy
dx
Po dy
d(T + f )

d2u
+ r - lW

d2u
+v

(2-32b)
)

1 dP
ref

Po fy

d (T + T )

rd2(T + T )

w—------ ^ v —------ L = a \

d2v d2v.
+— )
dxx dy 2

d2(T + T ),

cibc

(2-32c)

(2-32d)

The above equations are non-dimensionalized by using the following quantities:
U

*

K

__
=

T

-

L

T« ,

,

y

*

(2-33)
A *

II

e-

—

n

=

ii

u

*

X

*

P

p

~ PoK2 ’
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where Vs = v 0/ d is the convective velocity scale (which is defined using the kinematic
viscosity v . such scaling is typically used in modeling of natural convection), Td is the
conductive temperature scale (we will adopt peak-to-peak amplitude of temperature
variations prescribed along the lower plate as the conductive temperature scale), and
Tv = Pr.Tj is the convective temperature scale. In the last expression, Pris Prandtl
number defined as Pr = v /ic . Since conductive and convective temperatures have
different order of magnitudes, different temperature scales have been introduced to scale
them properly. However, the total dimensionless temperature is scaled using the
convective scale, i.e.
0 \ x , y ) = 0 ’(x,y )-^- + 0 ’(x,y ).
Pr

(2-34)

The rest of this chapter is devoted to the description of the process of simplification and
non-dimensionalization of the field equations. We shall start with the continuity equation
which takes the following dimensionless form:
du
dv
— r + —7 = 0.
dx
dy

(2-35)

Before scaling the x-momentum equation, the x-derivative of hydrostatic pressure is
cancelled (as there is no gravitational acceleration in x-direction) and Eq.(2-32b) takes the
form
du
du
u ----l-v —
dx
dy

1 dP
p 0 dx

,d 2u 32w.
dx
dy

(2-36)

The above equation is made non-dimensional resulting in the following equation:
. du
* du
u —r + v —r
dx
dy

dp’

d2u

dx’ dx’2

d2u
dy’2

(2-37)

In the y-momentum equation, Eq.(2-32c), T denotes conductive temperature field that
had been determined in case 2, and the solution had been obtained in the form
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T = r (°j +

T{"y]emax (see

Eq.(2-28)).

The

first

term, r|°],

denotes

conductive

/ 7 = —OO

temperature due to uniform part of the heating which is created by any mean temperature
oo

difference. The second term, ^ r{">
)emax, stands for the conductive temperature due to
n = -c o

n*0

the non-uniform part of the heating. Since T is already known, we can substitute it into
Eq.
(2-32c) to obtain
dv

dv

dx

dy

u---- 1-v— =
(2-38)
-—

Po

dy

+ P g ^ -Tref) + P g( Ê Ti")elnaX + ^) " “ “ + .'o ( f r + f r ) •
nTL
P o dy
dx
dy

v------------------------------- v------------------------------- '

n*0

According to case 1, the first three terms in the right hand side of Eq.(2-38) are equal to
zero (see Eq.(2-10c)). Thus, the hydrostatic pressure is omitted from the ^-momentum
equation as well. The dimensionless form of Eq.(2-38) is written as
» dv
. dv
u —r + v — ^
dx
dy

+ Ra(— Y

pr1 A 7 = —OO'

T ,(n). e inax' + 0 ' ) +
(y )

(2-39)

1

n*0

where Ra =

gPLd'

is the Rayleigh number.

The energy equation, Eq.(2-32d), can be expanded to the following form:
dT
df
dT
df
rd2T d2T
d2f d2f ,
u — + u — + v — + v— = a \ — - + — - + — - + — -]
dx
dx
dy
dy
dx"
dy
dx2 dy

(2-40)

Based on solution to case 2, the Laplacian of T takes the value of zero (see Eq.(2-13)).
The final non-dimensional form of the energy equation is
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.d e '
dx

„

. ôè‘
dx

.s e '
dy

n .dê*
dy

ô2g '

ô2ô '

dx2

dÿ2

u — r + Prw — r + v — r + Prv — 7- = — r r + — rr

(2-41)

Scaling of the boundary conditions results in
u = 0, v* = 0

y =

(2-42)

e ' ( x ' , y = 1) = X r'^ e '

u - 0, v* = 0
y =-

(2-43)
0 ' ( x , y = - 1) =

f » '

These boundary conditions still need some modifications. In fact, as u*, v*, P *, and O'
are the main unknowns of this problem, 9 * should be taken out from the thermal
boundary conditions. We know that conduction is the only heat transfer mechanism
acting on boundaries; therefore, temperature modifications due to convection are zero
along upper and lower wall. This gives us proper thermal boundary conditions in the form

/= ± 1

->

Ô \ x \ y = ± 1) = 0 .

(2-44)

The dimensionless field equations describing motion of the fluid and the resulting
changes in the temperature field are summarized in Eq.(2-45) and boundary conditions
are shown in Eq.(2-46). The reader may note that for simplicity the asterisks (*) are
dropped, but all quantities remain non-dimensional.
du ^ dv _
dx dy

(2-45a)

du
du
dP d u d u
u — + v— = ------+ — ^ +
dx
dy
dx dx2 dy

(2-45b)

dv
dv
dP
1 ^ (n) inax s. d2v d2v
u - + v — = - — + Ra(— X
nax+9) + — +
Pr n = -< x>
dx1 d y
dx
dy
dy

(2-45c)

d9 n de
de „ de d2e d2e
u ---- + Pr u — + v-----+ Pr v — = — - H----- dx
dx
dy
dy dx2 dy2

(2-45d)

n*0
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Boundary conditions:
u = 0, v = 0
y =±1 i -

(2-46)

[^(x,^ = ±l) =0

We have so far discussed an arbitrary non-uniform heating pattern. Since this kind of
heating may have infinite number of forms, we shall focus our attention on the simplest
pattern defined by a single Fourier mode. The results will be presented for a particular
pattern of heating in which the upper wall is kept at a ‘uniform temperature’ while the
lower wall is subject to an external heating resulting in the temperature distribution that
has the form of a cosinusoidal function with a long wavelength. Here, both walls have the
same mean temperature, i.e. the uniform component of conduction,

is zero. This is

the configuration that is subject to the analysis (see Fig.4 for a schematic diagram).
Upper wall

A
Fig.4 Parallel plates subject to periodic heating imposed at the lower wall.
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3. Methods of Solution

In this chapter three different numerical methods along with an asymptotic analytical
solution of the field equations are presented. Since in numerical simulation, always, there
is some uncertainty about the accuracy of results, we try to verify our numerical solutions
by comparing with other numerical and analytical methods. The numerical techniques
include Spectral Chebyshev-Collocation, Variable-Step-Size Finite-Difference, and
Finite-Volume Methods. The author would like to acknowledge M. Z. Hossain and J. M.
Floryan [18] since their developed MATLAB codes for the first two numerical methods,
i.e. Spectral Chebyshev-Collocation and Variable-Step-Size, are implemented in this
study while the governing equations and mathematical formulations are re-derived for the
sake of confidence, and some new features have been added to the codes. The FiniteVolume approach is performed using FLUENT commercial software to compare the
results at some specific points. Finally, an asymptotic solution has been developed for the
limit a —>0; its testing demonstrated good consistency with numerical results.

3.1. Variable-Step-Size Finite-difference method
3.1.1. Stream-Function Formulation
In an effort to simplify the governing equations, we take advantage of the twodimensional and steady-state characteristics of this problem and introduce the concept of
stream-function, ^ , which permits to express velocities as
(3-1)

Substituting these relations into the continuity equation (2-45a), it is observed that this
equation is automatically satisfied, i.e.
d2\(/

d2\(/

dxdy

dydx

(3-2)
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Then we take derivate of the x-momentum equation (2-45b) with respect toy,
du du
d2u dv du
d2u
+ u ------- 1-------- + v
dy dx
dydx dy dy
dy

d2P

d rd2u 32m,
+ — h r r + T -r],
dydx dy dx
dy

(3-3)

and derivative of the ^-momentum equation (2-45c) with respect to x,
du dv
dx dx

d2v dv dv
dx2 dx dy

d2v
dxdy

--------------- h U ------- H----------------- 1" V -----------

(3-4)

dd. d rd2v d2v
d2P D ,1 A .
w ax
------+ Ra(— > /w a^ , T—.(n)
j'e
+— ) + — [— 7 + — r]dx
dx dx2 dy2
dxdy
Pr
n*0

Subtracting Eq.(3-3) by Eq.(3-4) and applying the continuity equation, one ends up with
the following equation:
d .du dv.
d .du dv.
u — (--------- ) + v— (----------) =
dx dy dx
dy dy dx
(3-5)

d d2u d2u 1 d d2v
— [— 7 + — 7 ] ----- [— 7 + 0 ] - ^ (
dy dx2 dy2 dx dx2 dy
Pr „ t l

ox

A 7 *0

in which the pressure term has been eliminated. In addition, replacing the u and vvelocity components by stream function results in the momentum equation in the streamfunction form, i.e.
dy/ d
dy/ d
(v > )= v y
(v » +
dy dx
dx dy

1 00
R< y r

X'

A7=—-CO

n*0

dx

(3-6)

where
d2y/ d2y/
~acr + ~d/
du
dy

dv
dx

(3-7)
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ay
a*4

ay
ay
a^2y 2 a /

a a2w a2« a a2v a2v
dy S*2 dy2

(3-8)

dx dx2 dy2

If the same substitution is used in the energy equation, Eq.(2-45d), this equation takes the
following form:

dy dx

dy dx

dx dy

dx dy

(3-9)

Two coupled partial differential equations (3-6) and (3-9) are subject to boundary
conditions (2-46), which can be rewritten using stream function as
dy/
^ =0
.
dy
dx
* = ±1
0 {x,y = ±l) =0

(3-10)

3.1.2. Fourier Representation
Due to periodicity of the flow, the stream function can be represented as a Fourier
expansion in the streamwise direction,

v (x ,y ) = I < ) V " y
n =-oo
n*0

(3-11)

with the wavelength defined as X = 2 n t a . The reader may note that aperiodic term C
is set to be zero since periodic heating cannot create net flow in the horizontal direction.
Similarly, the convective temperature can be expanded in the following form:

(3-12)

h * ,y )
« = -0 0
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where mode zero is retained due to the fact that there may be a net heat flux across the
channel (later we will demonstrate that indeed the mean Nusselt number is non-zero).
These assumed forms of solution of Eqs (3-6) and (3-9) need to be physically meaningful.
From the physical point of view, the final solutions should be real. Hence, two
complementary statements are needed to enforce this requirement, i.e. <p(n) =(p{~n) and
0 (M) = 0 l"”), where the symbol

denotes the complex conjugate. Furthermore, in our

assumed form of the heating, the uniform component is zero which leads to the following
conductive temperature field (obtained from Eq.(2-28)):

0 ( x , y ) = f j Tl;]einax.

(3-13)

w=—
00

n*0

Substitution of all of the above relations into the momentum equation, Eq.(3-6), results in

' Z Dç>t;))e,maxY Z ina(D2- n 2a 2)<pl;]elnax
V m=-c o

f «

/

^

w)

ima(p\y ’e
\ m = -oo

\ n=-co

im ax

V \°° 1

r

„2 ^2 n

.

1^ ( n) Jnax

^

2^i~n a D +D My)e

J \ A7=—oo

J

Z [net4- 2 n a 2D2 + D4}(p{n
y]e,nax - R a i — Z inar{n
y]e,nax + Z in a0\n
y\ema^
t= —oo

\

n = -o o

n = —«J

J

(3-14)
d
3"
where D = — and Dn = —- . For the sake of simplicity of notation, mode zero is
dy
dy"
retained in the above form of equations while it is known that
thus there is no need to solve for them.
Equation (3-14) can be rearranged to take the form

and T((°y) are zero and
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Z

Z D<p{;lina{D2- n 2a 2) c p [ ; ] e ^ a* -

X

S im a(p{;l[-n2a 2D + D 2](p{;]ei(m+n)a* =

(3-15)

m = - oo A7=—oo

£ [w V - 2 n 2a 2D 2 + DA](pÿ)e,nax

_R a y • —
(«) ~inctx - Ra £ ÎM d)|;|e“ .
m a T\y\e
” Pr A
« = -o o

The final goal is to separate the Fourier modes in Eq.(3-15) and this needs few more
steps. The first one is to change index m to m - n in the first two lines of Eq.(3-15), i.e.

w -« = -o o

« = -c o

orm=-<x>+n
orm=-co

x

X /(W- « ) 6 T ^ ;;”)[ -« 2« 2Z)+Z)3] ^ )v m^ =

(3-16)

/w=—CO«=-00

X [ « V - 2n2a 2D2 + Z)4^ V ”“*

J

« = —oo

w a r ^ V " " - /to f ] ina 0 \ny\einax.

« = —oo

« = -o o

Then, w and ^ in the first two lines of Eq.(3-16) will be replaced by each other,

Z

Z D(p[;-m)ima{D2 - m 2a 2)(p ^e ,nax -

« = —co m = -oo

Z

Z / ( * - /» ) « < 7 m)[-rn2a 2D + D3] < m)V '’“Jt=

(3-17)

«=-00 W=-00

X [ « V - 2n2a 2D 2 + O O ' ”“*
« = —oo

7?a
Pr

/*« O'""*
» = - oo

We shall now focus our attention on the energy equation. Fourier expansions for ys, 0
and 6 are substituted in the energy equation (3-9) resulting in

X D(p\m
y ) e'max X
y \n=-co

O ' " “* + Pf Z

<*>$*'

\m = -o o
/

00

V

-

X j m O " ”“* Z D A”)6'”“* + Pr Z D K \ e‘
y \n=-co

\ m = —co

X [Z)2- « 2« 2] 0 ‘; )e"’“T
«=-00

(3-18)
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The index n is replaced by (n-m) in the first two lines of Eq.(3-18).
oO

I

00

I ( [ I

V

, ] [ < ; - ’ + P r® J " -']e~ ) -

m =-co n ——°o

00

(3-19)

00

X 2 ([>»>« < )>][£>r^-> + PrD<l><J*>]e*“ )= X ([D2
w =-co n=—co

Now, separation of Fourier modes in equations (3-17) and (3-19) leads to the following
system of equations:
[nAa A - 2n2a 2D 2+ D A]tpM
(y)
ice £ {D<p{;-m)m[D2-r r ,W ]c p ^ -(n -m )< p l;;m)[D 3- m 2a 2D]<pfi>}-

(3-20a)

m=-oo

7?« /«ctr

= ^r-irta r)”*,
'OO
Pr

(3-20b)
[D 2- n 2ce2]<S>(y)
(n)
The above process results in the conversion of the system of partial differential equations
to a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE). Boundary conditions (3-10) are also
expressed in terms of modal function to take the following form:
dy
dy

=o
n = —co

>*±1

’-D vfiU d = °
dy
dx y=±i

(3-2 la)

n*0

0

n = ± l,± 2 ,

0
n=—
°o

(3-2 lb)

n*0

^(”=±0 = 0

« = ±1, ±2,.,
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e

y=±i

-> i

=o

<*a ±D'

••• ® S U = o

=o

(3-2 lc)

n = 0, ± 1, ± 2,....

3.1.3 Numerical Solver
Before introducing the numerical solver, the high order ordinary differential equations
should be transformed into a system of first order ordinary differential equations. For this
purpose the following variables are defined,
(y)
=

(y)

(") = $>(»)
So
y)

rxi>(n)

(3-22)

and substituted into equations (3-20a,b) to form the following system of equations:
D ftn) = /¡(n)
D f{(n) = /2(n)

Dfin) = /3(n)
D ffK) = 2n2a 2f } n) - » 4a 4/0(n)

(3-23a)

+ / « Z { < (n-m)[ /2<m)- ^ v / o (m)]}
m=—eo

- i a £ { ( « - m ) / 0"'-'n}[/ 3(m)- ^ 2« 2/;(m,]} + ^

Dg\n)= nW g ^ + X { /(« ~ iri)af\m) [Tl")m) + Pr
-Z

(3-23b)

{ ^ / 0('")[D r((;-m)+ P r g r m)]}-

w = —OO

The above system of ordinary differential equations must be constructed for each mode
included in the solution. This requires that the summations from positive to negative
infinity, which constitute internal modal coupling, be truncated resulting in a finite sized
system of equations.
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To solve the system of equations (3-23a) and (3-23b), we use a standard MATLAB
solver called ‘bvp4c’ which solves a system of ordinary differential equations subject to
two-point boundary conditions, or more specifically:
y ' = f ( x ,y ) ,
0 = bc(y(a),y(b)).

(3-24)

The last complication associated with the standard MATLAB solver is that it cannot
handle complex variables while our system is complex. This requires that the real and
imaginary components of the system be separated whenever we are returning information
to the solver. However, we are able to reassemble the correct complex quantities when
being requested by the solver to return information about the system.
The ‘bvp4c’ solver implements an iterative solution method that seeks to fit a Simpson’s
rule, cubic polynomial to each subinterval of the mesh. This polynomial satisfies the
differential equations at both ends and the mid-point of each subinterval, producing a
series of non-linear algebraic equations that are iteratively solved using Newton method.
An initial guess is required for the solution. The solver seeks to control the error in the
solution through the residuals in the boundary conditions, both for each subinterval and at
the system boundaries. Provisions are made for the specification of absolute error in the
solutions and the relative error is allowed to propagate between iterations. Some issues
related to numerical accuracy of this method are mentioned in Appendix A.

3.2. Spectral Chebyshev Collocation method
3.2.1. Stream-Function Formulation
In the previous section we took advantage of the stream-function to eliminate the pressure
term from the momentum equation. Here, we follow almost the same procedure except
we treat the non-linear terms in the equations in a different manner.
First of all, the governing equations should be represented in a different form. Therefore,
we add continuityxw, continuityxy, and continuityx ?xd to the x-momentum, y-
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momentum, and energy equations, Eq.(2-45b-d), respectively, to produce the following
forms
d
dx

U>U

1

dP | d2u
dx dx2

d
^ wv ^
dy

(3-25a)

dP
+ Ra(dy
Pr n=-<x>
n*0

d
d
< uv > H---- < vv >=
dx
dy

d2v

3 2v

dx2

dy 2 ’
(3-25b)

n d

Energy

„ d

«

de

«

56

d2e d2Q

P r— < w # > + P r— < v9 > + u — + v— = — - h--- =dx
dy
dx
dy
dx2 dy2

(3-25c)

where the special symbol ‘o ’ denotes the product of quantities.
In the next step, we take the ^-derivative of Eq.(3-25a) and the x-derivative of Eq.(3-25b)
and then subtract them,
d \ d
dy [3x

d
dy

------< ------ < UU > H--------- < U V >

d id
d
— <— < uv > +— < vv > >=
dx [3x
dy
(3-26)

N .L .T X

d y \d x 2

dy2 J

dx [dx2

dy'

dd_
(n) inax
+ )•
Ra( y x E 1ina r ^ e
dx
n ——oo
n* 0

The left hand side of Eq.(3-26) contains non-linear terms; we denote them as N.L.Ti. The
velocity components are expressed using stream-function. The only difference when
compared with the previous section is that we leave the non-linear terms as they are and
just apply the stream-function concept to the linear terms. This gives us the following
expression:
V74
R a V> z
• r({n
ina
y)e‘nax + N.L.TX,
V w - Rda — = —

dx

where

Pr ~

(3-27)
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(3-28)

Equation (3-27) is momentum equation in the stream function form
We express energy equation (3-25c) in a similar form, i.e.

(3-29)
dx dy

dy dx

where
N.L.T = P r— < ud > + P r— < v9 >.
2
dx
dy

(3-30)

These two coupled equations (3-27) and (3-29) along with boundary conditions defined
previously in Eq.(3-21) form our system of equations.

3.2.2. Fourier Representation
/V

—

In addition to Fourier expansions of y/, 6 , and 6 , the non-linear terms also need to be
presented as Fourier series, i.e.

<uv> = £ < u v > ° (”) e inax,

(3-31)

<uu> =

(3-32)

< uu >°[”)) emax,

< vv > = j r < vv >°[")) emax,

(3-33)

< uQ > = J a <u0 > \ny\ emax,

(3-34)
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< vd > = £

m ax
< v# >°(n)
(y) *

(3-35)

where ‘ < >° ’ refers to Fourier coefficient.
Substituting all Fourier expressions into the momentum equation (3-27) leads to

£ [n4a 4 - 2n2<x2D2 + D4}(p{ny nax - R a £ ina ®{ny\elnax =
Ra
£ inar,(",Vm
+
(yy
Pr

(3-36)

Y j D2 < uv >°{;{ e1” * + £ t o D < uu >#J3 e*“ +
n=-cc

«=-oo

£ « V < wv >”g e™" - £ m a D < w >°j;i e/najt.

Now, separation of Fourier modes results in
[n4a 4 - 2n2a 2D2 + D4](p[n\ - Ra ina <D(”>=
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-— ina T{"1
+ D2 <uv >°("l
00
(y) +ina D <uu >°l”
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(3-37)
(y) .

The energy equation (3-29) can be rearranged in a similar manner

£ [Dl - n 2a 2]<&\ny)e‘nax
« = —00

- £

f J inar[;]D(p[;)) ei(n+m)ax+ f j £

« = —COW=—CO
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(3-38)

«=-00 /W=-00

= I ; Pr /«a < uO >°[;j e'"“* + I ; Pr£> < v0 >°$ e,najt,

to be followed by separation of Fourier modes which leads to
[D2 - n 2a 2]<&{;) =
£

i(n - m ) a rgp> Dq/gj - £

ima D rgf"> q Q + Pr ina < u§ >*£> + Pr D < vd >•£>
(3-39)
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3.2.3 Numerical Solver
Equations (3-37) and (3-39) together with boundary conditions (3-21) are solved
numerically using Chebyshev Collocation Method. In fact, this system of ordinary
differential equations is converted to an algebraic system of equations using Chebyshev
Collocation method and solved using Gaussian elimination algorithm. The complete
process represents an iterative algorithm in which the non-linear terms, more specifically
right hand sides of both equations, are initially set to be zero. Then the linear coupled
equations are solved and the flow and temperature fields are determined. Based on this
solution the Fourier coefficient of the non-linear terms can be calculated using Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and substituted into the equations. From second iteration the
non-linear terms contribute to the solution. Appendix A discusses numerical issues and
convergence tests related to this method.

3.3. Finite Volume m ethod
Certain cases have been computed using the finite-volume discretization method applied
to the governing equations expressed in terms of primitive variables, Eq.(2-9), as
implemented in the FLUENT commercial software package. Use of this method was
limited due to its expensive calculation and the need to change grid structure (and repeat
grid convergence tests) whenever wave number of heating had been altered. The
calculation time of this method was higher by at least 0(100) when compared with the
other methods discussed above. A Summary of the FLUENT settings is presented in
Appendix B.

3.4. Asymptotic Solution for the lim it cr->0
In this method [20], the x-coordinate is rescaled with a length scale L, where d/L = a,
resulting in the change of primitive equations (2-45) to the following form:
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du dv
a ---- + — = 0,
dX dy

(3-40a)
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(3-40c)

(3-40d)

a u ----- v a Ÿ v u ----- hv— + P rv— = a — —H------ dX
dX
dy
dy
dX 2 dy2

where X denotes the x-coordinate scaled using the new length scale. At this instant, we
consider our specific case in which temperature of lower and upper plates can be
expressed as
$l (x ) = M2 cos(orx) = 1/ 4(eiax + e~ia*) ,

du(x) = 0.

(3-41)

Assuming this, the conductive temperature field, Eq.(2-28), takes the form
e i x ,y ) . i L ^ g y ) + c o = h (g y )|(e„ +e.,.X)
8 [ sinh(a)
cosh(a) J

(3-42)

This conductive temperature can be approximated in the limit a —>0 as
6 =

+ 0(cr2) = —(1 - v)cos(Ar) + 0 (« 2).
4

(3-43)

The unknowns can be represented in the same limit as asymptotic expansions in terms of
a in the form
u = aU ] + 0 (a 3),

v = a 2F2 +0(ar4),

P = P0+ 0(a2),

G = a2ê2 + 0 (a 4).

(3-44a-d)

Substitution of Eq.(3-43) and (3-44a-d) into Eq.(3-40) and retention of the leading order
terms lead to the following form of the field equations
d h = Ra_ê dP^= d %
dy
Pr °’ dX
dy2

d V y+ W ± = 0
dX
dy
’

u ™sL + V dA j A
1 dX
2 dy
dy2 ’

(3-45a-d)
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where Eq.(3-45a-d) originates from the ^-momentum, x-momentum, continuity and
energy equations, respectively. The boundary conditions can be easily deduced from
Eq.(2-46) and need to be supplemented by condition expressing zero mass flux in the xdirection. Solution of Eq.(3-45) has the form
R a .A
'• - W

1 2
i
— y + y + — cos(ax),
2
10

(3-46a)
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4. Discussion o f the results

In this chapter, we present discussion of results obtained for our specific case as defined
in Fig.4. We shall carry out discussion for two values of Prandtl number, i.e., Pr=0.71
and Pr=l, describing characteristics of air and water, respectively. The Rayleigh number
varies in the range 100 < Ra <1000, and the wave number of the external heating varies
from a = -0.01 to 0.5.

4.1. Analysis of the limit cr-»0
We begin discussion with the formal analysis of the structure of stationary states in the
limit a->0 and focus presentation of results on fluid with the Prandtl number Pr = 0.71.
First of all, there are some physical interpretations which can be extracted from
asymptotic equations for this limit (see Section 3.4). It can be seen that the flow forcing
in the form of externally imposed conductive temperature (see Eq.(3-43)) generates a
pressure field as dictated by the y-momentum equation (see Eq.(3-45a)), this pressure
field drives motion in the x-direction as dictated by the x-momentum equation (see
Eq.(3-45b)), the complementary motion in they-direction is determined by the continuity
equation (see Eq.(3-45c)), and the overall motion creates a correction in the imposed
conductive temperature field as dictated by the energy equation (see Eq.(3-45d)).
The conductive temperature field is illustrated in Eq.(3-43). It generates a buoyancy force
acting upwards at x=0 and downwards at x = AJ2; this force is responsible for driving the
fluid upwards at x = 0 and downwards at x = AJ2. Since motion in the y-direction is
restricted due to the presence of the walls, an opposing pressure force is generated which
forces the fluid to turn around before reaching walls (see Fig.5A). This leads to the
formation of the y and x-pressure gradients as illustrated in Fig.5A. The overall flow
pattern has the form of rolls displayed in Fig.5B. Fluid motion transports energy and
creates changes in the temperature field displayed in Fig.5B. It can be seen that hot fluid
rises atx=0 creating positive correction in the temperature field. This fluid turns sideways
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as it approaches the upper wall but still creates positive temperature correction as it flows
towards zones with lower conductive temperatures. The fluid turns downwards around x
= ±AI2 and again creates positive temperature correction as it flows in the direction of
decreasing conductive temperature. The final turn occurs at the lower wall and the fluid
flows into the zone of higher conductive temperature field creating a negative
temperature correction.

(A)

(B)

Fig.5 Convection patterns described by the asymptotic solutions equations (3-43) and (3-45).
Conductive temperature 4-00 and pressure P0/(R a/4Pr) are shown in Fig.5A using solid lines
with step size 0.4 and dash lines with step size 0.2, respectively. Stream function iy/(aRa/ 4Pr)
and isotherms of the convective temperature d2 /(Ra/ 32 Pr) are displayed in Fig.5B using solid
lines with step size 0.01 and dash lines with step size 0.01 (unless otherwise shown), respectively.
The reader should note that convection creates temperature modifications that consist of a
non-periodic term that is responsible for the generation of a net heat flow between the
plates and a second harmonic of the imposed heating; there is no component with the
same periodicity as the imposed heating.
The range of validity of the above analytical solution can be determined by comparing it
to the complete solution determined numerically (using either first or second method).
Fig.6 displays patterns of conductive and convective temperature fields, and pressure and
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velocity fields determined numerically for a - 0.5. One can observe that centers of the
rolls move closer to the hot spots as a increases from a » 0 (see Fig.5) to a = 0.5 (see
Fig.6) but otherwise the patterns do not change significantly.

(A)

(B)

Fig.6 Convection patterns described by the complete field equations for a fluid with Prandtl
number Pr=0.71 subject to heating corresponding to the Rayleigh number Ra = 400 and the
heating wave number a = 0.5. Other conditions as in Fig.5.
Fig.7A illustrates variations of the relative error of the asymptotic solution as a function
of a and thus provides a quantitative measure of the range of validity of this solution.
This error is defined as

ErrreI = max
-l<y<l

|finum|

k asym

(4-1)

It

where q stands either for u evaluated at x = AJA or for any of the remaining quantities
evaluated at x = AJ8, and subscripts "num" and "asym" denote quantities computed on the
basis of the complete and asymptotic equations, respectively. It can be seen that the
relative error is less than 0.1 for a « 0.2 even when Ra = 400. Variations of the same
error as a function of the Rayleigh number Ra for selected values of heating wave number
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a are illustrated in Fig.7B. The error rises with an increase of Ra but remains below 0.1
even for a = 0.2 and Ra = 400.

Fig.7 Variations of the relative error of the asymptotic solution for P , u, v and 9 for a fluid
with Pr=0.71 as a function of the heating wave number a for selected values of the Rayleigh
number Ra ( see Fig.7A; Ra= 50 - solid lines, Ra = 400 - dash lines) and as a function of the
Rayleigh number Ra for selected values of the heating wave number a (See Fig.7B; a = 0.01 solid lines, a = 0.05 - dash lines; a = 0.1 - dotted lines). The dotted line with slope - a 2 is shown
in Fig.7A for reference purposes. See text for further explanations.

4.2. Primary and secondary convection (Bifurcation)
4.2.1 Variation of the heating wave number (a)
The primary quantity of interest in the analysis of convection is the net heat transfer
across the slot which can be expressed in terms of the global (mean) Nusselt number
based on the conductive temperature scale
de

>

NÜ = — |
dx = -P r d* <0’
dy
* 01 dy ym- b
which take the following form for asymptotic case;
Nuavym -» a 2R a /l 400

when

a —» 0.

(4-3)
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Fig.8 illustrates variations of N u/i?a as a function of a for selected values of Ra. It can
be seen that variations of Nu can be predicted using asymptotic theory from Section 3.4
as long as Ra < 427 (lines of these cases are overlapped with asymptotic line in Fig.8A).
When Ra > 427, Nu branches off and approaches other asymptotic, /to-dependent limits
as « —»0. The branching occurs at larger values of a when the heating intensity, as
measured by the Rayleigh number Ra, increases. The branching process results in the
formation of two families of solutions that keep intersecting each other as a decreases, as
illustrated in Fig.8B. These families exist for all values of Ra > 427 and "distance"
between them increases with an increase of Ra, but decrease with a decrease of a. This
distance is non-zero for all finite values of a considered, and the solutions keep
intersecting each other as a decreases. The reader may note that while these two families
are branching of, still primary solution in the form of pair of single rolls in each
wavelength of heating (as shown in Fig.5B) exists.

Fig.8 Variations of the mean Nusselt number as a function of the heating wave number a for
selected values of the Rayleigh number. Enlargement of the box marked in Fig.8A is displayed in
Fig.8B.
Analysis of the conductive temperature field in the limit of a—>0 (Eq.(3-43)) expressed in
terms of the original length scale shows that zones of length 0 ( a ') on both sides of hot
spots are subject to an almost uniform heating and similar zones centered around cold
spots are subject to an almost uniform cooling. If the magnitude of the heating is
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sufficiently large, the zones around the hot spots may be subject to the Rayleigh-Benardtype instability. The critical Rayleigh number expressed in terms of thickness of the slot
for a uniformly heated wall is Racr.ciassicai = 1708 (see [21]). This number expressed using
the present scaling takes value Racr = 427. Results shown in Fig.8 suggest that an
instability does take place. Conditions leading to the onset of such instability need to be
investigated numerically. The reader may note that the slot is filled with primary
convection rolls regardless of how small a is (see Fig.5). Strength of these rolls (and thus
strength of the shear) decreases linearly with a decrease of a and increases linearly with
an increase of Ra. This parametric study would be clarified by presenting the streamfunction corresponding to velocity components presented in asymptotic study as

^ =

,R a 1
)( t ) ------ y +— y +— y
Pr 4
120
24
60

1
1
- y 2 ---- y + —
12
120
24

sin(arx).

(4-4)

The secondary rolls may emerge only locally around the hot spots. These rolls may
emerge if a is sufficiently small and if Ra is sufficiently large at the same time. The
former condition is required in order to create a sufficiently long, almost uniformly
heated segment of the slot so that the edge effects associated with longitudinal variations
of temperature play no role. The second condition is required in order to overcome
viscous and thermal dissipations and effects associated with the existence of the primary
rolls. We shall now investigate convection when the amplitude of periodic heating
corresponds the Rayleigh number that exceeds the critical value, i.e., Ra > 427.
The mean Nusselt number Nu displays insufficient sensitivity to variations of a and thus
a local Nusselt at the hot spot was selected for the analysis of the branching process. This
number is defined as

NuL = -Pr

de_
dy x=0, y=-l

Nu L,asym —>0.25-a2Ra/700

(4-5a)

when a —» 0,

(4-5b)
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and is based on the conductive temperature scale. The asymptotic trend of local Nusselt
(see Eq.4-5b) can be seen in Fig.9B.
Fig.9 illustrates variations of N ul as a function of a for the "subcritical" values of the
Rayleigh number, i.e., Ra < 427. These variations are complex as convective effects
counteract conductive effects. For small values of Ra (~ < 250), increase of a leads to
increase of N ul, but for larger Ra first trend is opposite then reaching to the certain point
same ascending process can be seen.

Fig.9 Variations of the local Nusselt number Nul at x = 0, y = -1 as a function of the heating wave
number a for selected subcritical values of the Rayleigh number Ra (Ra < 427). Solid and dash
lines correspond to values determined on the basis of the complete and asymptotic equations,
respectively. Fig.9B shows the same plot as Fig.9A but in log-linear scale. Dash-dot line
corresponds to asymptotic value as a —>0.
Variations of N

ul

for "supercritical" values of Ra, i.e., Ra > 427, are illustrated in Fig.10.

It can be seen that when a > 0.3 the solution is unique in the range of Ra subject to this
analysis. Reduction of a leads to two types of bifurcations depending on the value of Ra,
i.e., supercritical pitchfork bifurcation for Ra < ~ 470 and "bifurcation from infinity" [22]
for larger values of Ra. In this discussion we shall refer to direction of decreasing a
(increasing wavelenth of heating) as the positive direction of the parameter.
We shall carry out detailed description of flow evolution associated with pitchfork
bifurcations with the case of Ra = 450 illustrated in Fig. 10B.
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Fig. 10 Variations of the local Nusselt number NuL at x = 0, y = -1 as a function of the heating
wave number a for a fluid with the Prandtl number Pr=0.71 subject to heating corresponding to
the supercritical values of the Rayleigh number (Ra > 427). Enlargement of boxes marked in
Fig.lOA are displayed in Fig. 1OB and 7C. Solid, dash-dot, dash-dot-dot, dash, and dot lines
correspond to bifurcation branches of types 0, 1,2, 3, and 4 respectively. Open circles identify
critical conditions for pitchfork bifurcations. Filled circles identify critical conditions for
"bifurcations from infinity". Filled rhombs and open squares identify conditions selected for
illustration of evolution of flow structures for Ra =450 and 480, respectively, Points (A, B, C),
(B, D, E, F, G), (B, H, 1, J, K, L) belong to branches of type 0, 1 and 2 and illustrate pitchfork
bifurcation. The corresponding flow structures are displayed in Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 14,
respectively. Points (R, V, W, X, Y, Z), (R, S, T, U) and (M, N, O, P, Q) belong to two parts of
branch of type 3 and to the branch of type 4, respectively, and illustrate "bifurcation from
infinity". The corresponding flow structures are displayed in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, respectively.
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For convenience we shall call solutions corresponding to the middle, upper and lower
branches as branches of type 0, 1, and 2, respectively, and we shall focus attention on the
segment of the slot on the right side of the hot spot at jc = 0.
Branch of type 0 has a simple topology involving one large flow cell extending over half
period of heating with the fluid moving upwards above the hot spot. This topology does
not change over a wide range of variations of the wavelength of heating, as illustrated in
F ig .ll.

Fig.l 1. Evolution of flow structures associated with branch of type 0 as a function of the heating
wave number a for heating corresponding to the Rayleigh number Ra = 450. Solid and dash lines
identify streamlines and isotherms. Plotted values of the stream function and temperature
correspond to y//y/mœc = 0, -0.1, -0.3, -0.45, -0.8, -0.9 and d/6mm = ±0.9, ±0.7, ±0.5, ±0.3, ±0.1, 0,
unless otherwise noted. Results displayed in Fig.l 1A-C correspond to a= 0.25, 0.093 and 0.03,
and are marked with letters A, B and C in Fig. 10, respectively. Bifurcation occurs approximately
at or« 0.093.
Variations of topology of flow structures associated with branch of type 1 are illustrated
in Fig. 12. It can be seen that the flow re-arrangement begins with the formation of a small
separation bubble at the upper wall above the hot spot which grows to form a secondary
roll attached to the hot spot, as shown in Fig.l2B. The reader should note that there is
another similar secondary roll on the other side of the hot spot. All nomenclature used in
this discussion and roll counting starting with Fig. 12 will refer to flow structures on the
right side of the hot spot. The secondary roll rotates in the conterclockwise direction
(opposite to the primary roll) and thus brings colder fluid into contact with the lower wall
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resulting in an increase of NuL, as shown in Fig. 10B. Decrease of a results in firming up
of the secondary roll and formation of a new pair of rolls. The beginning of the pair
formation process is visible for a = 0.084 where one roll is being pinched off (with
formation of an in-flow stagnation point) and the second one arises as a separation bubble
at the upper wall away from the hot spot (see Fig.l2C). Formation of this pair is finished
when a - 0.08 (Fig.l2D). Further decrease of a to a = 0.05 and then to a = 0.03 results
in a sequential formation of additional pairs following the process described above. The
process of creation of additional pairs continues indefinitely with a decrease of a while
the size of the already existing rolls approach an asymptotic limit of Q = 2.01 predicted
by the Rayleigh-Benard instability in the case of a uniformly heated wall (see Fig.l3A).

Fig. 12. Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 1 as a function of the heating
wave number a for the Rayleigh number Ra = 450. Fig.l2B displays enlargement of the box in
Fig.l2A. Flow conditions in Fig.l2B-E correspond to a = 0.093, 0.084, 0.08, 0.05, 0.03 and are
marked with letters B, D, E, F and G in Fig. 10, respectively. Î2 denotes length of a single cell.
This branch originates at point B (a « 0.093). Plot parameters as in Fig.l 1.
Size of the first cell approaches this limit from above, size of the second one from below
and the following ones keep alternating. The characteristic feature of this family of
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solutions is that there is always an odd number of secondary cells, as all new cells with
exception of the first one are created in pairs.

Fig. 13. Variations of the cell-Size, Q., measured at the middle of the channel (y=0) as a function
of the heating wave number a for a fluid with the Prandtl number Pr=0.71 subject to heating with
the Rayleigh number Ra=500. See Fig. 12F for definition of Q. Fig.l3A and B display results for
two cell families, i.e., family 1 (with odd number of cells) and family 2 (with even number of
cells), respectively. Numbering of cells starts with the cell closest to the hot spot. The asymptote
(F2 = 2.01) corresponds to cells found in the case of a uniformly heated wall [21].
Topology of flow structures associated with branch of type 2 are illustrated in Fig. 14.
Formation of secondary rolls begins with the appearance of an inflow stagnation point
(Fig.l4A), creation of a small separation bubble at the upper wall away from the hot spot
at a = 0.091 (Fig.l4B) and establishment of a distinctive pair of rolls at a = 0.09
(Fig. 14C). Roll attached to the hot spot rotates in the clockwise direction (the same as the
primary roll) and thus brings warmer fluid into contact with the wall resulting in a
decrease of N ul, as shown in Fig.l IB. Further decrease of a to 0.08 initiates formation of
a second pair (Fig. 14D). These rolls are well developed at a - 0.05. Four pairs exist at a
= 0.03 (Fig.HF), and the fifth pair is ready to form by decrease of a. The process of
creation of additional pairs continues indefinitely with a decrease of a, similarly as in the
case of branch 1, while the size of the already existing rolls approach an asymptotic limit
of Q. = 2.01 (see Fig. 13B). Size of the first cell approaches this limit from below, size of
the second one from above and the following ones keep alternating; the sequence is the
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same as in the case of branch 1 if one removes the first roll from counting. The
characteristic feature of this family of solutions is that there is always an even number of
secondary rolls, as all new rolls are created in pairs. The process of formation of rolls is
very similar to that found in the case of family 1 with exception of the first roll which
accounts for a different direction of rotation at the hot spot.

(B)

(D)

Fig. 14. Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 2 as a function of the heating
wave number a for the Rayleigh number Ra = 450. Flow conditions in Fig.l4A-F correspond to
a = 0.093, 0.091, 0.09, 0.08, 0.05, 0.03 and are marked with letters B, H, I, J, K and L in Fig. 10,
respectively. Q denotes length of a single cell. This branch originates at point B ( a * 0.093). Plot
parameters as in Fig.l 1.
We shall now switch our attention to higher values of Ra, i.e., Ra > ~470, where changes
in the flow structures correspond to "bifurcations from infinity". We shall carry out
detailed discussion using the case of Ra = 480 illustrated in Fig. 10C for reference. For
convenience we shall refer to solutions corresponding to the finite and infinite branches
as branches of types 3 and 4, respectively (see Fig. 10C).
Topology of flow structures associated with branch of type 3 are illustrated in Fig. 15. The
flow forms one roll at the left limit of the lower part of this branch (Fig.l5A). Increse of
a results in initiation of the formation of a secondary roll rotating in the direction
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opposite to the direction of the primary roll. At a = 0.177 this roll has the form of a
separation bubble attached to the upper wall (Fig. 15B). This bubble extends to the lower
wall at a = 0.178 (Fig.l5C), increases in size as a changes in the third digit (plot in
Fig. 15D is for the nominally the same a as plot in Fig. 15C) and increases further in size
as a begins to decrease (see Fig. 15E). Beginning of a pinching process that results in the
formation of additional rolls is visible at a = 0.12 (Fig. 15F) and a new pair of rolls is
formed at « = 0 .1 . This process is repeated sequentially with new rolls appearing in pairs.
At a - 0.05 two pairs are visible as well as beginning of the pinching process that will
lead to the formation of the third pair.
!
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Fig. 15. Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 3 as a function of the heating
wave number a for the Rayleigh number Ra = 480. Flow conditions in Fig.l5A-H correspond to
«=0.17, 0.177, 0.178, 0.178, 0.17, 0.12, 0.1, 0.05 and are marked with letters U, T, S, V, W, X,
Y and Z in Fig. 10, respectively. Plot parameters as in Fig.l 1.
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The process of formation of new rolls is similar to that observed in the case of branch of
type 1 resulting in the creation of an odd number of rolls with the size of the rolls
approaching limit of

= 2.01 when a becomes sufficiently small (see Fig. 13).

Evolution of flow structures associated with branch of type 4 are illustrated in Fig. 16.
There is one primary roll when a = 0.25 (Fig.l6A). Reduction of a to 0.178 results in the
formation of an inflow stagnation point (Fig. 16B) and formation of a small separation
bubble at the upper wall away from the hot spot at a = 0.16 (Fig.l6C). The pinching
process results in formation of a distinct pair of rolls at a = 0.1 (Fig.l6D). Further
reduction of a results in a sequential formation of additional pairs of rolls with three pairs
existing when a= 0.05 (Fig. 16E). This process is very similar to that observed in the case
of branch of type 2 with the size of the rolls approaching limit of Q = 2.01 when a
becomes sufficiently small (see Fig. 13).

(C)

(D)
0

5

10

X

15

Fig. 16. Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 4 as a function of the heating
wave number a for the Rayleigh number Ra = 480. Flow conditions in Fig. 16A-E correspond to
a = 0.25, 0.178, 0.16, 0.1, 0.05 and are marked with letters M, N, O, P and Q in Fig.8,
respectively. Plot parameters as in Fig.l 1.
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Changes in the net heat transfer between the plates due to formation of secondary rolls
cannot be illustrated with the local Nusselt number. Instead a mean Nusselt number NuT
associated with the zone where most of activities regarding creation of secondary rolls
occur (see Fig. 12-Fig. 16), i.e., x e (0, 0.12^/« or 0.062). Fig.l7A shows increase of NuT
due to formation of secondary rolls in the case of pitchfork bifurcation. Values of NuT
associated with branches of types 1 and 2 keep crossing each other in a repetitive manner
as a decreases. This type of variations is due to the fact that pinching of new pairs of rolls
takes place at different values of a for both branches and branch having larger number of
cells at a given a has generally larger value of NuT.

Fig. 17. Variations of the NuTas a function of the heating wave number a for Rayleigh numbers
Ra = 450 (Fig. 17A) and Ra = 500 (Fig. 17B).
Fig. 17B shows similar data for Ra = 500 where "bifurcation from infinity" takes place.
Values of NuT for the upper part of branch of type 3 and for branch of type 4 keep
crossing each other in a repetitive manner as a decreases. This type of variations of NuT
results from pinching off of new rolls at different values of a for both branches, similarly
as in the case of the pitchfork bifurcation.
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4.2.2 Variation of Rayleigh number (Ra)
Discussion so far has been focused on one particular type of cross-section of parameter
space, i.e., we kept Ra fixed and varied a. We shall now investigate different crosssections, i.e., we shall keep a fixed and vary Ra. This particular strategy could be viewed
as more intuitive as it corresponds to an experiment where the spatial distribution of
heating would be fixed and one would be increasing the intensity of heating described in
terms of the Rayleigh number. Fig. 18 displays bifurcation diagrams expressed in term of
N ul resulting from variations of Ra for selected, fixed values of a.

Fig. 18. Variations of the local Nusselt number NuL at x = 0, y = -1 as a function of the Rayleigh
number for selected values of the heating wave number a for a fluid with the Prandtl number
Pr=0.71. Enlargement of box marked in Fig.l8A is displayed in Fig. 18B. Solid, dash-dot, dashdot-dot, dash, and dot lines correspond to bifurcation branches of types 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. Open circles identify critical conditions for pitchfork bifurcations. Filled circles
identify critical conditions for "bifurcations from infinity". Filled rhombs and open squares
identify conditions selected for illustration of evolution of flow structures for a = 0.07 and a =
0.2, respectively. Points (A, B, C), (B, D, E, F), (B, G, H) belong to branches of types 0, 1,2,
respectively, and illustrate pitchfork bifurcation. The corresponding flow structures are shown in
Fig. 19 and Fig.20 for branches of types 1 and 2, respectively. Points (I, J, R), (R, K, L) and (O,
M, N) belong to the lower and upper parts of branch of type 3, and to the branch of type 4,
respectively, and illustrate "bifurcation from infinity". The corresponding flow structures are
displayed in Fig.21 and Fig.22. Plot parameters as in Fig.l 1.
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The bifurcation structures have form of supercritical pitchfork bifurcations for a < -0.14
and "bifurcations from infinity" for a >~ 0.14. In the following discussion we consider
direction of increasing Ra as the positive parameter direction.
Details of a typical pitchfork bifurcation are shown in Fig. 18B for a = 0.07. This
bifurcation consists of branch of type 0 passing through points A, B and C, and branches
of types 1 and 2 that originate at- point B and pass through points D, E, F and G, H,
respectively. "Bifurcation from infinity", which is illustrated for a = 0.2 (Fig. 18B) , has
two branches, i.e., branch of type 3 passing through points I, J, R, K, L and branch of
type 4 passing through points N, M, O.

Fig. 19. Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 1 as a function of the
Rayleigh number Ra for the heating wave number a = 0.07. Flow conditions in Figs 16A-D
correspond to Ra = 443.5, 444, 446 and 500 and are marked with letters B, D, E and F in Fig. 18,
respectively. This branch originates at - point B. Plot parameters as in Fig. 11.
Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 1 for a = 0.07 are illustrated
in Fig. 19. A small secondary roll appears at the top wall above the hot spot at Ra = 443.5.
This roll rotates in the counterclockwise direction, i.e., in the direction opposite to the
primary roll (Fig.l9A). Its formation has been essentially completed and process of
formation of the next pair of rolls has started at Ra = 444 (Fig.l9B). Three rolls exist and
formation of the next pair can be seen at Ra = 446 (Fig. 19C). The first roll and two
additional pairs are well established at Ra = 500 (Fig.l9D). The pinching process
resulting in the generation of additional pairs is likely to continue with a further increase
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of Ra. This particular branch has always an odd number of rolls due to formation of a
single roll at the bifurcation followed by creation of additional rolls always in pairs. The
process is similar to that observed in the case of bifurcations due to decrease of a and
thus the relevant branches are referred to as branches of type 1.
Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 2 for a = 0.07 are illustrated
in Fig.20. Beginning of formation of the first pair of secondary rolls can be seen at Ra =
443.5 (Fig.20A). The roll closest to the hot spot rotates in the same direction as the
primary roll. The first two rolls are well established at Ra = 446 (Fig.20C). Two pairs are
well established and formation of the third one is well advanced at Ra = 500 (Fig.20C).
The process of formation of additional rolls, but always in pairs, is likely to continue with
a further increase of Ra. As a result, this branch has always an even number of rolls,
similarly as branch of type 2 in the case of bifurcation due to decrease of a.

(A)

(B)

Fig.20. Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 2 as a function of the
Rayleigh number Ra for the heating wave number a = 0.07. Flow conditions in Fig.20A-C
correspond to Ra = 443.5, 446 and 500 and are marked with letters B, G and H in Fig. 18,
respectively. This branch originates at ~ point B. Plot parameters as in Fig. 11.
Flow structures associated with branch of type 3 are illustrated in Fig.21 for a = 0.2. We
begin discussion with the lower part on this branch. A single primary roll exists at Ra =
600 (Fig.21A). Decrease of Ra to 494 results in the appearance of a single secondary roll
around the hot spot rotating in the direction opposite to the primary roll. The critical point
occurs at Ra » 492 and Ra begins to increase as one follows this branch. The single
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secondary roll can now be seen as well established and beginning of formation of an
additional pair of rolls can be identified at Ra = 494 (Fig.21C). The formation of this pair
is well advanced at Ra = 600 (Fig.2 ID). Additional pairs form as one moves further
along this branch in the direction of increasing Ra. As a result this branch has always an
odd number of secondary rolls as the pinching process produces at first a single roll
followed by pinching off pairs of rolls. This process is similar to that observed for
branches of type 3 in the case of bifurcation resulting from variations of a.

Fig.21. Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 3 as a function of the
Rayleigh number Ra for the heating wave number a = 0.2. Flow conditions in Fig.20A-D
correspond to Ra = 600, 494, 494, 600 and are marked with letters I, J, K, L in Fig. 18,
respectively. The critical point for this branch as located at Ra « 492.4 Plot parameters as in
Fig.ll.
Flow structures associated with branch of type 4 are illustrated in Fig.22. There is a single
primary roll at Ra = 430 (Fig.22A). Increase of Ra to 494 results in the beginning of
formation of the first pair of secondary rolls, with the first one co-rotating with the
primary cell above the hot spot. This pair of secondary rolls is well established at Ra =
600. Further increase of Ra is likely to result in the formation of additional pairs. As a
result, this branch has always an even number of secondary rolls, similarly as branch of
type 4 in the case of bifurcation resulting from variations of a. We are now in position to
summarize discussion carried out so far. Analysis of bifurcation diagrams displayed in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 18 permits identification of critical conditions leading to the appearance of
new bifurcation branches.
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Fig.22. Evolution of flow structures corresponding to branch of type 4 as a function of the
Rayleigh number Ra for the heating wave number a = 0.2. Flow conditions in Fig.22A-C
correspond to Ra = 430, 494, 600 and are marked with letters O, M and N in Fig. 18, respectively.
Plot parameters as in Fig.l 1.
Fig.23 shows variations of the critical Rayleigh number Racr as a function of a. It can be
seen that decrease of a results in Racr approaching the limit of 427, which agrees with the
critical conditions for the Rayleigh-Benard instability for a uniformly heated lower wall
[21]. An increase of a leads to the primary convection with a strong spatial modulation
and results in a rapid increase of Racr. Other forms of instability may occur under such
conditions but will require more intense heating, i.e. higher values of Ra [18].

Fig.23. Variation of the critical Rayleigh number Racr as a function of the heating wave number a
for fluids with Pr=0.71 and Pr = 7. Open circles denote critical conditions for the pitchfork
bifurcations and filled circles denote the critical points for the "bifurcations from infinity". See
Figs 7 and 15 for the complete bifurcation diagrams.
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It is of interest to inquire how changes of the Prandtl number may affect the system
response. The analysis carried out so far with Pr =0.71 has been repeated for fluids with
Pr = 7. Results shown in Fig.23 demostrate that the critical Rayleigh numbers Racr remain
very close for both types of fluids. The difference between them decreases as a decreases
and RaCr s for Pr = 0.71 and 7 approach the same asymptotic value, which is expected.
Fig.24 displays complete bifurcation diagram in the (N ul,«) plane for Pr = 7 overlaid
with the diagram for Pr = 0.71. The bifurcation points remain essentially unchanged
while the branches corresponding to the saturation states exhibit small differences
increasing with distance away from the critical points. It may be concluded that the
qualitative response of both fluid to the imposed heating is definitely the same while
quantitative differences remain small.
This analysis has been focused on convection occurring in response to an external heating
with spatial distributions characterized by periodicity with

"long" wavelength.

Bifurcation diagrams displayed in Fig.24 demonstrate explicitly that the complex
bifurcation patterns identified in this work describe phenomena strictly associated with
this particular limit and not taking place when a = 0( 1).

Fig.24. Variations of the local Nusselt number NuL as a fucntion of the heating wave number a
for selected values of the Rayleigh number for fluids with Prandtl numbers Pr = 0.71 (dash lines)
and 7 (solid lines).
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5. Conclusion

We have studied natural convection in an infinite horizontal slot subject to periodic
heating with wavelength that is large when compared with the slot opening. The spatial
heating pattern is characterized in terms of a single wave number a and its amplitude is
expressed in terms of the Rayleigh number Ra. The analysis is focused on the small wave
number limit a—>0 and moderate values of Ra, i.e., Ra < 1000.
It has been shown that convection has a simple topology consisting of one pair of
counter-rotating rolls per heating period when the Rayleigh number Ra does not exceed
the critical value of 427. An explicit solution describing such flow structures has been
developed.
Secondary motions in the form of rolls aligned in the direction of primary rolls and
concentrated around the hot spots occur for supercritical values of Ra. Two types of
bifurcations have been identified depending on the wave number of the heating and
heating intensity.
When heating intensity is sufficiently small but larger than the critical value, i.e.,
427 < Ra < -470, the secondary motions correspond to supercritical pitchfork
bifurcations and occur only if a is sufficiently small, i.e., a < -0.14. One of branches of
such bifurcations is associated with an odd number of secondary rolls per half period,
with rolls at the hot spots rotating in the direction opposite to the primary rolls. The other
branch is associated with an even number of secondary rolls per half period, with the rolls
at the hot spots co-rotating with the primary rolls. The number of rolls increases without
limit as a decreases with new rolls being pinched off in pairs. The pinching process for
each branch occurs at different cfs and as a result the branches alternate in producing
larger net heat flow.
Increase of heating intensity to Ra > -470 results in secondary motions occurring at
larger values of a , i.e. a > - 0.14, and bifurcation changing character into "bifurcations
from infinity". The critical points for such bifurcations move towards higher cfs with
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increase of Ra. The main branch of this bifurcation is associated with one pair of rolls per
heating period for a > 0.25 in the range of Ra studied. Decrease of a results in the
formation of secondary rolls with the rolls at the hot spots co-rotating with the primary
rolls. The new rolls are always pinched off in pairs with this branch having always an
even number of rolls per half period. The lower part of the other branch is associated with
one pair of rolls per heating period when a is very small. Increase of a results in pinching
off of a single roll counter-rotating with the primary rolls at the hot spots. Additional rolls
are pinched off in pairs as one moves along this branch resulting in an odd number of
rolls per half period.
Changes in the form of secondary motions have been traced by constructing bifurcations
diagrams in the {a,

N ul)

plane for fixed values of Ra, and in the {Ra, NuL) plane for fixed

values of a, and thus permit creation o f a global diagram in the {a, Ra,

N ul)

space.

Processes described by these diagrams are insensitive to variations of the Prandtl number
for Pr = 0(1) as only small differences have been observed between results for Pr = 0.7
and Pr = 7.
It has been shown that the observed phenomena are strictly associated with the small
wave number limit of the external heating.
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A p p en d ix A

In this appendix, a number of numerical issues related to the finite-difference and the
Spectral Collocation method are discussed.
As it is mentioned in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the field equations are expanded in terms of
Fourier representation in the x-direction and the resulting summations are truncated at a
finite number of modes. This truncation should be done in such a way that it does not
affect the accuracy of the results; therefore, precise numerical measure is needed to
monitor this dependency. In this study, the kinetic energy is selected to play this role and
it is defined as
1

E n (n)=

np _

T X[«ia)
Z k =1

+n2„,t)]

(A-l)

where indices n and k denote the Fourier mode number and the collocation point number,
respectively, NP is the total number of points in the y-direction, and u and v refer to the
Fourier coefficients of the u and v-velocities. In fact, this definition gives us effective tool
to monitor contributions of different modes in the solution and consequently check the
accuracy of results with respect to the number of Fourier modes.
The variation of the kinetic energy associated with different Fourier modes is depicted in
Fig.25. It can be seen that for values of a > 0.1, the convergence rate is exponential. This
indicates that for these cases truncation can be done after a small number of Fourier
modes and the accuracy remains unaffected. The common characteristic of all these cases
can be found by investigating their associated flow structures. The flow structure for a =
0.25 (shown in Fig.l 1A) demonstrates that this exponential rate is due to the simplicity of
the primary rolls. In fact, few Fourier modes can satisfactorily represent this simple
structure. However, a decrease of the heating wave number leads to bifurcation and
appearance of complex secondary rolls; this reduces the convergence rates and requires
the use of many Fourier modes in order to resolve these small circulations. This is more
obvious if one considers the flow structures associated with a = 0.093 and 0.03 in
Fig.HA and B, respectively.
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Fig.25. Variations of the kinetic energy associated with different Fourier modes as a function of
the mode number for a fluid with the Prandtl number Pr=0.71 subject to heating with the
Rayleigh number Ra=450 and with selected values of the heating wave number a, i.e., a = 0.5,
0.25, 0.1, 0.093 and 0.03. Reduction of the convergence rate of the Fourier series of type (3.2)
with a decrease of a is clearly visible and is associated with the flow bifurcations and the need to
resolve very small secondary flow structures.
In addition to using a sufficient number of Fourier modes, it is also important to use
enough points in the ^-direction. This condition is satisfied automatically in ‘bvp4c’
solver when the residuals at boundary conditions are compared with the convergence
criterion, and the number of points is automatically increased if necessary. For the
spectral collocation code, however, this process is performed manually. The operator
should complete the convergence test for different number of jp-points to guarantee the
accuracy of the results.
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A p p en d ix B

In this appendix, we briefly explain how to set up GAMBIT/FLUENT package to solve
the specific case of cosinusoidal heating.
First of all, the geometry of the problem is to be generated and meshed in GAMBIT
software. For this purpose a 2D rectangle with the depth of 2 (m) and the length of L (m)
equal to wave length of heating is generated. Since the secondary convective rolls and
resulting gradients in the field quantities are concentrated around the hot spots (here, two
ends of the domain), more resolution is needed in these regions. Therefore, Bell Shaped
distribution is selected for the horizontal grids, and uniform mesh is applied in the
vertical direction, as shown in Fig.26.

Fig.26. A Sample mesh generated in GAMBIT
Then, we need to import the created mesh to FLUENT and apply the following settings to
define the problem and numerical parameters.
Solver:
The solver is segregated.
The formulation will be implicit.
Space is 2D.
-

Field is steady state.
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-

The gradient is cell-based.

Energy: The energy equation should be activated.
Material: Air is assumed as a working fluid (for the case of Pr=0.71) with the following
properties:
-

p:

Density-Boussinesq model

1.7777

(kg/m3)

Cp\ Specific Heat

1005

(J/kg.K)

K : Thermal Conductivity

0.025945

(W/mK)

-

p: Dynamic Viscosity

1.832925x1 O'5

(kg/m.s)

-

p\ Thermal Expansion Coefficient

10'6

(1/K)

Operating Conditions:

Gravity

J jc :0
{yi-O .O l ( m i s 2)

Boussinesq Operating Temperature: Tref~ 300 K
The reader may note that values chosen for the thermal expansion coefficient of air and
gravity acceleration differ from actual values (which are /? = ~ 3.4><10'3 and g = -9.81,
respectively). This selection has been intentionally made in order to avoid obtaining very
small amplitude o f temperature variation Td. This apparently arises from the fact that we
try to model the non-dimensional parameters (i.e. Pr = W K and Ra = gPTdd 3 I( v k ) ) with
the combination of dimensional ones (e.g. /?, g, and Td) in FLUENT. Therefore, if we use
the actual values of all parameters, Td needs to take the value of 0(1 O'6) to represent the
Raleigh number within the range of this study (ito<1000). However, this is of order of
numerical errors and brings uncertainty about accuracy of results. Thus, the values of /?
and g are selected as above.
Boundary Conditions:
For the upper and lower walls, the boundary conditions are defined as
Upper wall: no slip, no penetration and Tu =300
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T
Lower wall: no slip, no penetration and 7} = 300 + -^-cos(ax), where Td is the
peak-to-peak amplitude of temperature variation and its value depends on Ra.
Besides, to specify the temperature distribution on the lower wall the user defined
function (as shown in Fig.27) is needed to be imported to FLUENT.
#include "udf.h"
#define T 8.529094
#define alpha 0.15
DEFINE__PROFILE (temperature,t ,i)

{
face_t f;
real y;
real x[ND_ND];
begin_f_loop(f ,t )

{
F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
y=x[0];
F__PROFILE (f ,t ,i )=T*cos (alpha*y) +300 ;
}
end__f_loop (f ,t)

)
Fig.27. A sample User Defined File (UDF) file used to define the periodic thermal boundary
condition for the case of a=0.15 and Ra = 500
For the left and right boundaries, it seems reasonable to consider periodic boundary
condition; however, the following statement from FLUENT User Manual [23] shows
some restriction in the use of periodic boundary condition.
“The thermal boundary conditions must be o f the specified heat flux or constant wall
temperature type. Furthermore, in a given problem, these thermal boundary types cannot
be combined: all boundaries must be either constant temperature or specified heat flux.
(You can, however, include constant-temperature walls and zero-heat-flux walls in the
same problem.) For the constant-temperature case, all walls must be at the same
temperature (profiles are not allowed) or zero heat flux. For the heat flux case, profiles
and/or different values o f heat flux may be specified at different walls
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This limitation says that due to non-uniform temperature on the lower wall, periodic
boundary condition cannot be handled by FLUENT. In attempt to overcome this issue,
we found another possibility to express the conditions on the left and right boundaries.
Indeed, being in the hottest point of domain introduces symmetric characteristic at these
two boundaries and this dictates horizontal velocity component (w) and x-derivative of
temperature to be zero (see Fig.28). Therefore, we can assume left and right boundaries
as adiabatic, no-shear (virtual) walls.

Fig.28. Computational domain for FLUENT simulation (Thick box extended form x= 0 to A).
Solid and dash lines identify streamlines and isotherms. Left and right boundaries located at hot
spots hold characteristics of no-shear adiabatic wall.
After setting the boundary conditions, the whole domain is initialized by w=v = 0 and
T = 300, convergence criteria for all quantities are set to 1O'6, and iteration starts.
After convergence of solution, to be certain about independency of results, grid
independency test is essential. In this problem, two important quantities, i.e. absolute
velocity at the center of domain (intersection of diagonals) and total heat flux from lower
wall are compared for different grids. To take the independent results, the relative error
between two consecutive meshes should be less than 1%. For each particular wave
number of heating, new geometry is needed and grid independency test should be
performed.
Results obtained by FLUENT package have shown good quantitative and qualitative
agreement with other methods.
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